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WILLI.A.l\f KELLY, OF LYON COUNTY, KENTUCKY.

IMPROVEMENT IN THE MANUFACTURE OF IRON.
Specification forming part, of Letters Patent No. 1 �,62S, dated June 23, 1857.
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'Io all whom, it 111,ay concern:
process the metal is taken in a fluid state
Be it known that I, '\VILLIAJ\I KELLY, of from the blast-furnace and put in the cupola
Lyon county, Kentucky, have discovered a or furnace. In the finery or run-out the iron
new and Improved l\fethod of Treating Iron, is brought to a fluid state by mixing it with
by which I am enabled to refine and decar- la,rge quantities of fuel, and when melted falls
bonize crude pig metal or iron in a fluid state to the bottom of the finery, where it is decar
bonized by strong blasts of air in connection
without the use of fuel.
The nature of my invention consists in the with the fuel. . In my process no fuel of any
discovery that the carbon mechanically com- kind is used or required, as I rely exclusively
bined with iron, and which is burned from the on the heat created or generated by thecherni
fuel while in the process of smelting in the cal union of oxygen in the air and carbon in
blast-furnace, is of itself (the carbon) suffi- the iron.
cient, when combined with the oxygen of the
Inthe accompanying drawings, Figurelrep
air, to create heat enough and of sufficient in- resents a vertical section of cupola or furnace
tensity to keep melted pig iron or metal in a I used in my process, being a close cylindrical
fluid or lively state long enough to carry the chamber with a flue, A, at top to carry off the
metal through, withont chilling, all the vari- carbonic-acid gasform,ed in decarbonizing the
ous manipulations of refining without the aid iron.
of any other heat than tlrnt obtained by the
B is a small opening to receive the charge
ahove - described chemical union of oxygen of fluid iron.
C C C are the tuyeres placed around the
and carbon.
l am aware that it is well known that oxy- sides of the furnace, pointing downward at an
gen and carbon, when combined or brought to- angle such that they sweep about t9ree-quar
gether, produce heat; but it is not known that ters of the bottom of the chamber, the muzzles
the amount of these chemical properties in of the tuyeres being about six inches above the
air and iron is the required quantity neces- bottom of the chamber.
sary to produce heat rnfficient to carry out the
Dis a tap-hole for letting out the metal when
practical refining of crude pig-iron; hence refined. The chambershouldnot exceed three
the prevailing opinion among iron-workers or four times the space occupied by the fluid
that a blast of cold air driven into a body of iron. The blast is first let on into this cham
liquid iron would chill it. 'l'herefore, when ber or cupola; then the fluid iron is poured in,
iron is worked in the finery or run-out fire the which, by the cause herein before described,
presence of heat from other sources is deemed commences a violent ebullition or boiling,
indispensable to prevent the chilling of the which continues until the iron is sufficiently
iron. The finery or run-out fire is usually open refined, when the tap-hole is opened and the
on three sides, sometimes closed except at metal let out.
'\Vhat I claim as my invention or discovery,
top to receive the charge of coal and iron.
.A- furnace or cupola to work iron under and desire to secure by Letters Patent,)s
my new process must be constructed as close
Blowing blasts of air, either hot or cold,
as possil.)le to prevent a loss of iron which up and through a mass of liquid iron, the oxy
would occur on account of its violent boiling, gen in the air combining with the carbon in
during which particles are thrown up and ad- the iron, causing a greatly increased heat and
here to the sides and top of the chamber, but boiling commotion in the fluid mass and de
which during the process are remelted and carbonizing and refining the iron.
WILLI.A.l\I KELLY.
flow down to the mass in the bottom. In the
finery or run-out this loss is prevented by t,he
·witnesses:
vV. B. l\fACHEW.
iron being covered by fuel. It is also first
charged with metal in a solid state. In my
JAs. N. GRACY.'
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